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The University of Hawai'i at Manoa
may be purchased at the Kennedy Theatre
Box Office (10am-5pm, Monday through Friday) or
charged by phone to Visa or Mastercard by calling
the Box Office at 956-7655. Limited wheelchair and
disabled seating is available for each pertormance.
So that we can best serve you, those desiring such
seating are-asked to request it at the time tickets are
ordered. Hearing impaired patrons may utilize n
communications with Box Office Staff by calling
956-7655 .

College of Arts and Humanities
Department of Theatre and Dance

presents

S eed·the·Piow
By

avid Mamet

...

is available on the UHM campus for a
nominal charge. Please allow at least 20 minutes to
locate parking.
ivalr will be seated at the discretion of the
house manager and only during appropriate breaks
in the program.

...

printed in large type are available upon
request. Please ask an usher.
is also available on cassette.

Directed by

enn Cannan

Scenic Design by Joseph D. Dodd
Costume Design by Margaret McKea
Lighting Design and Technical Direction
by Mark Boyd

Please ask an usher.
remember that smoking and refreshments
are not permitted inside Kennedy Theatre. Also, we
ask that cellular phones and beepers be turned off
while inside the auditorium and remind you that
photography and recordings are not permitted during
the pertormance.

Originally produced by
Lincoln Center Theatre.
New York City.
Produced by special arrangement with
Samuel French, Inc.

and found is located at the Box Office.

-y Exi are located on both sides of the
auditorium one third of the way up from the stage.
Once you have exited through these doors, please
follow the emergency exit signs to leave the
building.

The performance on Saturday, March 12th will be
signed for the hearing impaired by Jan Fried and William Koki
with the support of the Gallaudet Center and the Aloha State
Association of the Deaf.

This program is printed on
recycled paper.
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Cast of Characters

Bobby Gould
Robert N. Driscoll
"Which is the most reasonable, and does his duty
best: he who stands aloof from the struggle of life, calmly
contemplating it, or he who descends to the ground, and
takes his part in the contest? 'That philosopher,' Pen said,
'had held a great place amongst the leaders of the world,
and enjoyed to the full what it had to give of rank and
riches, renown and pleasure, who came, weary-hearted,
out of it, and said that was vanity and vexation of spirit.
Many a teacher of those whom we reverence, and who
steps out of the carriage up to his cathedral palace, shakes
his lawn ruffle,s over the velvet cushion, and cries out that
the whole struggle is in an accused one, and the works of
the world are evil. Many a conscience-stricken mystic flies
from it altogether, and shuts himself out from it within
convent walls (real or spiritual), whence he can only look
up to the sky, and contemplate the heaven out of which
there is no rest, and no good.
But the earth, where our feet are, is the work of the
same Power as the immeasurable blue yonder, in which
the future lies into which we would peer. Who ordered
sickness, ordered poverty, failure, success-to this man a
foremost place, to the other a nameless struggle with the
crowd-to that a shameful fall, or paralyzed limb or sudden
accident-to each some work upon which the ground he
stands on, until he has laid beneath it.·

Charlie Fox
John Lobo
Karen
Alena Nani'olu Medeiros

Scene One: Gould's office, morning.

lntermisston.
Scene Two: His home, that evening.

Pause.
Scene Three: His office, the next morning.

From Thackeray's Pendennis

Mamet places this quote at the beginning of the

Speed-the-Plow script.

Time: Now.
Place: Hollywood. The office of Bobby Gould,
Head of Production of a major Hollywood Film Studio.

Dunng Intermission refreshments will be for sale
on the upper lanai.
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at Kennedy Theatre
Now Playing....
Late Night....

'ogues
By Franca Rame and Dario Fo
Directed by Elizabeth Eddy
March 11, 12, 18 and 19 at 10:45pm
Five women, many voices. Each woman relates her story--funny,
sad, traumatic, or triumphant and the line between the personal and
the political dissolves before us. Rame's and Fo's monologues are
about the experiences of the individual women, but each is speaking
for many.

Coming to Kennedy....
On the Mainstage ....
Choreography by UHM Faculty and Guest Artists
April22, 23, 28, 29, 30 at 8pm
May 1 at 2pm
Tickets on sale April11
UHM faculty, students and special guest artists combine forces for
this gala annual event! A concert highlight will be the performance
of two solo works choreographed by guest artists Jeff Slayton and
Donald McKayle.
Also featured will be a group piece by guest artist Joe Goode and a
contemporary ballet by Eve Walstrum Sanders. Works by faculty
members Wayne Mendoza, Peggy Gaither, and Peggy Hunt will
round out this program of modern dance, ballet, and ethnic dance.

In the LAB Theatre ....

..1alk Circle

peed-the-Plow is as sharp and accurate an indictment of
Hollywood as one can get. Along with the film The Player,
which was produced and released well after Speed-the-Plow
opened on Broadway in 1988, there has not been a more revealing
look into the nature of tribal hustling in La La Land. Of course, the
play operates on many other levels as well. For one, Mamet's ability
to write about male-bonding is unique and dynamic, as befits a man
who is generally acknowledged to be one of America's finest
playwrights.
David Mamet's plays create special challenges for the director
and his actors. The maNelous use of language, the minutely
structured rhythms (much like a musical score), the endless variety
of changes of thoughts, emotions and intentions layered into the text
demand never-ceasing concentration and levels of high-powered
energy to flesh out the characters and situations that are so
specifically within Mamet's design. Having previously directed
Mamet's American Buffalo and Sexual PeNersity in Chicago and
Duck Variations, I was familiar with the super-charged, often difficult
but always rewarding rehearsal process that Speed-the-Plow would
require. And so it did. But the dynamics of the play forever shone
through, even when a rehearsal here and there produced less than
what we all wanted. In the bulk of the rehearsals (six weeks for five
nights per week), discovering and exploring what Mamet offers was
an exciting and joyous trip through a brilliant writer's mind.
Glenn Cannon

Specd·lhc·Ptow

Glos~ry

Doug Brown-An unseen but important character who is the
equivalent of a Clint Eastwood, AI Pacino or Robert DeNiro.

By Bertoli Brecht
Directed by MFA Candidate Megan Evans
April?, 8, 9 at Spm
April1 0 at 2pm
Tickets on sale April 4

Afikomen-A piece of matzoh, hidden, sought and found. The last
food to be eaten at a Jewish Passover ritual.

A tuneful, often humorous story about an abandoned child, the
woman who rescues him, his greedy mother, and an unlikely judge
who has to decide which is the child's real mother.

Baal Shem Tov-Founder of the Hassidic movement in Poland in
the 1700s. A great leader and initiator.

6

Cross the Street-To take a film project from one studio to another.
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Students and Theatre Management at Kennedy Theatre

Speed-th~Piow and

or many of you in the audience the most contact you may
have with "real people" at the theatre are w1th our box office
and house management staffs. And what many of you may
not realize is that these areas of the theatre are almost entirely
student-run and student-staffed. And much of what you may learn
about Kennedy Theatre is through the work done by our all-student
publicity staff. learning about work ethics, customer relations, and
basic business practices may prove to be as valuable a part of a
student's education as much of their in-class work.
While Theatre and Dance majors are trained in performance
skills, theory, and h1story, they also learn about working in "front-ofhouse· areas as part of their course requirements. Because
audiences play a cructal role in making the theatrical magic happen,
theatre students apprentice with student employees in the areas of
box office, publicity and house management. Advanced theatre
management stutlents also interact with other theatre companies in
Honolulu as they learn to balance their theatrical idealism with the
economic realities of our world.
So, the next time you purchase a ticket at Kennedy Theatre,
get escorted to your seat, see an article in the daily newspaper
about an upcoming play, or read through your program, remember
that this work has all been done by students as part of their
lheatricaltra1mng program. Hopefully the experience will be a
pleasant one for you and a valuable one for them.
Marty Myers

hen Speed-the-Plow opened on Broadway in 1988, it
seemed to many critics to be a successful summation of all
Mamet's previous themes and techniques. First and most
obviously, it completes a "business trilogy" with American Buffalo
(1975) and Glengarry Glen Ross (1983), in which men team up with
one another for profit in an off-color ''business" venture, thereby
betraying personal integrity in the process. Second, the new play
continues Mamet's dissection of sexual and love relationships in
which one person seems to cast the other in some sort of
demeaning or reductive scenario, such as in Sexual Perversity in
Chtcago (1975) or the film The House of Games (1986). Also, the
play recalled those Mamet works 10 which one person seeks to
"teach" some principles of a new profession or outlook to a reluctant
pupil, after the fashion of A Life in the Theatre (1977) or Lakeboat
(1980). And, finally, Speed-the-Plow touches on themes of spiritual
growth explored earlier in works such as Edmond (1982) and the
film The Verdict (1982) in which a character makes an attempt to
achieve a truer sense of self, and more communion with others, in a
blighted moral landscape.
As usual, the surface impression of the play is one of verbal
pyrotechnics and fast-paced action, albeit an action buill up through
building blocks of social-interactional scenes rather than traditional
dramatic event. The most obvious and arresting technique is the
talk-talk is action, talk limns the characters' decisions, and
aggress1ve blah traps the characters in its net and pushes them to
make choices that they might not otherwise have made. The
assurance, idiomatic color, rhythms, and fluidity of the talk is an
inverted barometer to any given character's integrity and true
individuality- for the better Mamet's people talk, the more they are
socially determined and spiritually denatured. In the "business"
plays, the talk is especially significant in clearly indicating the
characters' very limited choices, for their destiny is largely
controlled by the power of those higher up the male totem pole-in
the case of Speed-the-Plow, the anonymously named Ross, head
of the studio, and Brown, the bankable star. As usual, these deities
are kept offstage.
But, as so often in Mamet, the depth of the play under the
surfaces is most apparent in the still persona of the recessive,
listening, reacting character. On the page, such a character is
enigmatic. On stage, a director has the challenge, and the choice,
of fleshing out that character through defining a subtext, giving her
a tonality, specifying the nature of her reactions, and thereby
relining the play's major theme and sending it in a more positive or
negative direction. In Speed-the-Plow, that character is Karen. Like
M1ss A in The Shawl (1985), she may be the conduit to some kind
of new sp1ritual awareness and regeneration in the main character.
And, like the daughter Carol in Reunion (1973), she is a catalyst
through which the major character is forced to define himself. It is in
her silences and reactions, and the covert challenges of her
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Its Place in Mamet's Work
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Continued next page
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About the Play
Continued from page 9
questions, where the implications of Mamers moral stance can be
found.
Mamers greatest artistic advance in Speed-the-Plow may well
lie in his canny exploration of the developing relationship between
Gould and Karen, and in its unanswered enigmas. In this respect
the play points forward to the explosive Oleanna (1992), where
Mamet abandons his staple focus on male alliances and
competitiveness and focuses exclusively on the mine-field in which
a "professional" relationship between a man and a woman becomes
a "personal• one.
Dennis Carroll
Chair, Department of
Theatre and Dance
Author of David Mamet, (london, Macmillan; and New York, St.
Martin's Press, 1987).

Join the
Friends of Kennedy Theatre
...and help support special projects, sponsorship of
guest scholars from all over the world, and promising
theatre students with scholarship assistance.
Make your donation to the University of Hawaii
Foundation and mail to UH Foundation - Friends of
Kennedy Theatre, Box 11270, Honolulu, HI 96828.
All contributions are tax deductible.
Thank you for becoming a
Friend of Kennedy Theatre!

·1t·
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the Playwright
A Brief Chronology. The Early Years.
om 1n Chicago in 1947, h1s parents divorce ten years later.
Mamet lives first with his mother, then his father. He
graduates from Goddard College, Vermont in 1969 and
spends a year studymg acting at the Neighborhood Playhouse in
New York City as part of his Goddard program. Thereafter, he
works at a variety of jobs, including stage managing The
Fantasticks in New York City, working at a real-estate office in
Chicago, and as an acting instructor at Marlboro and Goddard
Colleges. In 1971 he forms the St. Nicholas Theatre Company,
which performs the first draft of Sexual PeNersity in Chi~ago and
Duck Variations. Mamet continues to wnte, direct and act; in 1974
the St. Nicholas Company is re-formed in Chicago. The PeNers1ty
production wins award for Best New Chicago Play in 1974 and also
wins an Obie for best Off-Broadway play in 1975. Meanwhile, the
St. Nicholas Theatre becomes a vital force in Chicago with some
1200 theatre students at its height. Mamet continues working with
the company and accepts an appointment as Visiting lecturer at
The University of Chicago through 1976. American Buffalo opens
Off-Broadway, wins an Ob1e and w1ns a similar award for its
Ch1cago run. Sexual PeNersity in Chicago and Duck Variations re·
open at the Cherry lane Theatre in New York City and run for 273
performances. Mamet receives numerous awards and fellowships
and lectures part-lime at Yale Univers1ty. In 1977 Chicago's
Goodman Theatre presents A L1fe m the Theatre, while American
Buffalo opens on Broadway and runs lor 135 perfonnances,
receiving a New York Drama Critics Circle Award. Productions of
the PeNersity twin-bill and Buffalo are mounted in London. In 1978
Mamet accepts the position of Associate Director and Writer-inResidence at Chicago's Goodman Theatre. Gregory Mosher, the
principal director of Mamers plays, is the Artistic Director.
Mamers plays are seen throughout the United States and
abroad in regional, university and commun1ty theatres. He adds the
writing of screenplays and film direc!lng to his artistic repertoire. A
selected list of Mamers work includes:
Plays: Lakeboat, A Ltfe in the Theatre, The Water
Engine, The Woods, Reunion, Dark Pony,
The Frog Prince (A play for children),
Edmond, Red River, The Disappearance of
the Jews, Glengarry Glen Ross, Oleanna.
Adaptations: The Cherry Orchard, The Three Sisters.
Screenplays: The Untouchables, The Postman Always
Rings Twice (1981 version), an episode of Hill
Street Blues, House of Games (Directed by
Mamet), Hoffa, The Deer Slayer, Ace in the
Hole, The Verdict, Homicide (Also directed by
Mamet), Things Change (Also directed by
Mamet).
Speed·the-Piowopens on Broadway in 1988 and in London in
1989.
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was raised in a typically American environment. My parents
were not interested in preserving their European heritage
and were enthusiastic in their complete dedication to the
materialistic values of American society. At home everything was
defined negatively: let's stop being poor, let's stop being Russian,
let's stop being Jews. I mean, all these three terms together give
most Americans a substantial headache, right? And that
abandonment of any sense of community and collective social goals
depresses and frightens me."
Time Out, 1986
"My real concern always is with the play as a whole; with writing the
play. There's a curious phenomenon that happens when you
compose a play or movie. The creation very quickly takes on a life
of its own. I have no idea why; it's just words on a paper. Butthe art
I can compare it to in my own experience is carving wood. You start
to carve wood and very quickly the thing takes on a life of its own.
Part of the wisdom of wood carving is to realize when the wood is
telling you where it wants to go. Obviously it's going to be a duck if
you start outto1make a duck, butthe kind of duck it's going to be is
largely dictated by the kind of wood. And there is a similar
phenomenon in writing drama. You start out with an idea, it
becomes something else, and part of the wisdom is learning to
listen to the material itself. .."
Studies in American Drama, 1986

Robert N. Driscoll (Bobby Gould) recently returned to university
life after twelve years living in Tokyo as an English teacher. In
Tokyo he became actively involved with the Tokyo International
Players, the oldest expatriate community theatre in Japan. While
with the Players he performed with productions of The Gingerbread
Lady, Lovers and Other Strangers, Beyond Therapy and Passion.
Robert has also received training at the American Academy of
Dramatic Art in California and studied the Meisner Method under
Carrie Zivitz in Tokyo. He is at the University of Hawai'i pursuing an
MFA in Acting.
John Lobo (Charlie Fox) last performed in the Kennedy LAB
Theatre's production of Woyzeck in the role of the Captain. John is
a native of Long Island, New York. He recently transferred to the
University of Hawai'i from Colgate University to get his Bachelor's
Degree in Theatre. John has worked in television as well as in the
modeling field. This is his debut on the Mainstage.
Alena Nani'olu Medeiros (Karen) was born and raised in Hawai'i.
Her performing training has been mostly in singing and dance. She
has studied hula, jazz, street, ballet and odori dance. Here at the
University of Hawai'i she is pursuing degrees in Political Science
and Theatre. Nani hopes to someday work in the Legislature as an
advocate for minorities and to improve public policy. This is her
acting debut.

' I came to New York to study acting at the Neighborhood
Playhouse, a school of theatre where I became back later to work
as an actor and director. I kind of stumbled upon a career as a
playwright. I became a playwright because I was an actor and I
started directing because I wasn't a very good actor and I started
writing because I was working with very young actors and there was
nothing for them to do."
New Theatre Quarterly, 1988
Taken from Fife on Mamet, (london, Methuen Drama Book, 1991) .

......
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Faculty and Staff
Assistant Director: Raplee Nobori
Stage Manager: Young Lan Kim
Associate Technical Director: Gerald R. Kawaoka
Light and Sound Board Operator: Juan Balila, Jr.
Costume Shop Manager: Linda Yara
Wardrobe Cr~w Supervisor: Christephor Gilbert
Wardrobe Crew: TanNa Young
Costume Crew: Debra Blandin
Set Construction: Nathan K. Lee, Angela Wood Myers, Raplee
Nobori, Michelle L. Ojeda, Joseph R. Rial, Bryan Hiroshi
Wake, Wang Heyue, TanNa Young and students from Theatre

240
Program Cassette Tape: Heather M.K. Carter
Box Office Supervisors: M. W. Engler, Heidi Schiller
Box Office Staff: .Matthew Chang, Jackie Jordan, Lynne Nohara,
Kathy Welch
Poster Design: Rowen Tabusa, Office of University Relations
Program Design: Billie Ikeda, Center for Instructional Support
Photographers: Stephen Clear, Brad Goda
Season Brochure: Rowen Tabusa, Office of University Relations
Publicity Director: R. Kevin Doyle
Publicity Staff: Eric Schmied!, John Tsukano, and students from
Theatre 200E
Kennedy Theatre Manager: Marty Myers
House Manager/ Program Editor: Alice Luhrmann
Front of House Staff: BenlyLegiman, Cindy Meiers
Refreshments Coordinator: Heather M.K. Carter
Custodian: Christopher Chun
Acknowledgements: Sylvia Alper, Consolidated Amusement
Company

Dennis Carroll Chair, Director of Graduate Studies, Playwriting,
Directing
James R. Brandon Asian Theatre
Mark Boyd Technical Theatre, Lighting
Juli Thompson Burk Dramatic Literature, Theory, Directing
Glenn Cannon Acting, Directing, TV/Film
Joseph D. Dodd Director of Theatre, Scenic Design
Sandra Finney Director of Undergraduate Studies, Costume
Design
Peggy Gaither Dance Production Coordinator, Modern Dance,
Dance Composition
Sandra Hammond Director of Dance, Ballet, Dance History
Peggy Hunt Dance Outreach Coordinator, Modern Dance
Tamara Hunt Director of Children's Theatre, Creative Drama,
Puppetry
Terence Knapp Acting, Directing, Voice
Gregg E.R. Lizenbery Modern Dance, Dance Kinesiology
Roger A. long Asian Theatre, Acting
lurana D. O'Malley Western Theatre History, Research
Judy Van Zile Dance Ethnology
Elizabeth Wichmann Director of Asian Theatre, Asian Theatre,
Directing
lu Genzhang, Visiting Faculty, Acting (Beijing Opera Techniques)
Shen Fuqing, Visiting Faculty, Music (Beijing Opera Techniques)
Shen Xiaomei, Visiting Faculty, Acting (Beijing Opera Techniques)

Gerald R. Kawaoka Theatre Technician
RoseMarie McDonald Theatre Secretary
Marty Myers Theatre Manager
linda Yara Costume Shop Manager

Stephen K. Akina, Marilyn Cristofori, Megan Evans, Rodwic Fukino.
Young Lan Kim, Patricia Leong, Paul Maley, H. Wayne Mendoza,
James B. McCarthy, Yoshino Nakasone, Eve Walstrum Sanders,
Eric K. Schank, Jonathan M. Schloss, Bonnie Showers, Caroline
Sutton, Gertrude Y. Tsutsumi, MatthewS. Webster

Ann Elizabeth Armstrong, WalterT. Cassidy, A. Kevin Doyle, Abigail
L. Herrly, Nathan K. Lee, Alice Luhrmann, Margaret McKea, Heidi J.
Miller, Angela Wood Myers, Michelle L. Ojeda, Lisa Ann M. Omoto,
Robert S. Petersen, Heyue Wang
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